Abstract. In this paper we provide some precise formulas for regularity of powers of edge ideal of the disjoint union of some weighted oriented gap-free bipartite graphs. For the projective dimension of such an edge ideal, we give its exact formula. Meanwhile, we also give the upper and lower bounds of projective dimension of higher power of such edge ideals. Some examples show that these formulas are related to direction selection.
Introduction
An oriented graph D = (V (D), E(D)) consists of an underlying simple graph G on which each edge is given an orientation (i.e., a directed graph without multiple edges nor loops). If {u, v} ∈ E(D) is an edge, we write uv for {u, v}, which is denoted to be the directed edge where the direction is from u to v and u (resp. v) is called the starting point (resp. the ending point). A vertex-weighted (or simply, weighted) oriented graph is a triplet D = (V (D), E(D), w), where w is a weight function w : V (D) → N + , where N + = {1, 2, . . .}. Some times for short we denote the vertex set V (D) and edge set E(D) by V and E respectively. For any x i ∈ V , its weight w(x i ) is denoted by w i or w x i .
Let D = (V, E, w) be a weighted oriented graph with vertex set V = {x 1 , . . . , x n }. We consider the polynomial ring S = k[x 1 , . . . , x n ] in n variables over a field k. The edge ideal of D, denoted by I(D), is the ideal of S given by I(D) = (x i x w j j | x i x j ∈ E). According to the above definition, the edge ideal I(D) of D is independent of the number of its isolated vertices, we shall always assume that D has no isolated vertices throughout this paper. Edge ideals of weighted oriented graphs arose in the theory of Reed-Muller codes as initial ideals of vanishing ideals of projective spaces over finite fields [23, 27] . If a vertex x i of D is a source (i.e., has only arrows leaving x i ) we shall always assume w i = 1 because in this case the definition of I(D) does not depend on the weight of x i . If w j = 1 for all j, then I(D) recovers the usual edge ideal of its (undirected) underlying graph. Edge ideals of (undirected) graphs have been investigated extensively in the literature [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 14, 19, 21, 24, 25, 29] . In general, edge ideals of weighted oriented graphs are different from edge ideals of edge-weighted (undirected) graphs defined by Paulsen and Sather-Wagstaff [27] .
Let G be a graph without isolated vertices, we say that its two disjoint edges uv and xy form a gap if G has no edge with one endpoint in {u, v} and the other in {x, y}. A graph without gaps is called gap-free. Equivalently, a graph G is gap-free if and only if its complement G c contains no induced C 4 . Thus, G is gap-free if and only if it does not contain two vertex-disjoint edges as an induced subgraph. A bipartite graph is a graph whose vertices can be partitioned into two disjoint X, Y such that any edge connects a vertex in X to one in Y . Vertex sets X, Y are usually called a bipartition of this graph. A complete bipartite graph is a bipartite graph with bipartition X, Y , every vertex in X is joined to every vertex in Y . A star graph is a complete bipartite graph with bipartition X, Y such that |X| = 1 or |Y | = 1. A graph is called gap-free bipartite graph if it is not only a bipartite graph, but also gap-free.
Every concept that is valid for graphs automatically applies to oriented graphs too. For example, the degree of a vertex x in an oriented graph D, denoted d(x), is simply the degree of x in its underlying graph. Likewise, an oriented graph is said to be connected if its underlying graph is connected; an oriented graph is said to be a gap-free bipartite graph with bipartition X, Y if its underlying graph is a gap-free bipartite graph with bipartition X, Y .
For a homogeneous ideal I ⊂ S, its regularity and projective dimension are two central invariants associated to I. It is well known that reg(I t ) is asymptotically a linear function for t ≫ 0, i.e., there exist constants a and b such that for all t ≫ 0, reg (I t ) = at+ b (see [13, 22, 30] ). The coefficient a is well-understood, the constants b and t 0 are quite mysterious. In this regard, there has been an interest in finding the exact form of the linear function and determining the stabilization index t 0 where reg(I t ) becomes linear (cf. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 21, 24, 29] ). It turns out that even in the case of monomial ideals it is challenging to find the linear function and t 0 (cf. [12] ). In [9] , Brodmann showed that depth (S/I t ) is a constant for t ≫ 0, and this constant is bounded above by n − ℓ(I), where ℓ(I) is the analytic spread of I. It is shown in [19, Theorem 1.2] that depth (S/I t ) is a nonincreasing function of t when all powers of I have a linear resolution and conditions are given in that paper under which all powers of I will have linear quotients. By Auslander-Buchsbaum formula, we obtain the projective dimension pd (S/I t ) is a constant for t ≫ 0. In this regard, there has been an interest in determining the smallest value t 0 such that pd (S/I t ) is a constant for all t ≥ t 0 . (see [14, 19, 21, 25] ).
In this paper, we consider the edge ideal I(D) of a weighted oriented graph D. In this case, there exist integers b and t 0 such that reg (I t ) = (w + 1)t + b for all t ≥ t 0 , where w = max {w(x) | x ∈ V (D)}. We also derive some exact formulas for projective dimension and regularity of powers of the edge ideals of some weighted oriented graphs (see, for example, [34, 35, 36, 37, 38] ). To the best of our knowledge, there is a few results about projective dimension and regularity of powers of the edge ideal for a weighted oriented graph. Our objective in this paper is to express projective dimension and regularity in terms of combinatorial invariants of a weighted oriented graph, which is the disjoint union of some gap-free bipartite graphs.
For a positive integer ℓ, we set [ℓ] = {1, . . . , ℓ}. Our main results are as follows: . 
Our paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we recall some definitions and basic facts used in this paper. In section 3, we give precise formulas for projective dimension and regularity of the edge ideal of the disjoint union of some weighted oriented gap-free bipartite graphs. In section 4, we provide exact formulas for regularity and give upper and lower bounds of projective dimension of higher powers of such an edge ideal. Moreover, we give some examples to show that regularity and projective dimension of powers of edge ideal of the disjoint union of some weighted oriented gap-free bipartite graphs are related to direction selection.
For all unexplained terminology and additional information, we refer to [20] (for the theory of digraphs), [8] (for graph theory), and [10, 17] (for the theory of edge ideals of graphs and monomial ideals). We greatfully acknowledge the use of computer algebra system CoCoA ( [11] ) for our experiments.
Preliminaries
In this section, we gather together needed definitions and basic facts, which will be used throughout this paper. However, for more details, we refer the reader to [4, 10, 15, 17, 20, 26, 28, 32, 34, 35] .
For any homogeneous ideal I of the polynomial ring S = k[x 1 , . . . , x n ], there exists a graded minimal finite free resolution
where the maps are exact, p ≤ n, and S(−j) is an S-module obtained by shifting the degrees of S by j. The number β i,j (I), the (i, j)-th graded Betti number of I, is an invariant of I that equals the number of minimal generators of degree j in the ith syzygy module of I. Of particular interests are the following invariants which measure the size of the minimal graded free resolution of I. The projective dimension of I, denoted pd (I), is defined to be
The regularity of I, denoted reg (I), is defined by
The following lemma is often used in this article.
Let u ∈ S be a monomial, we set supp(u) = {x i : x i |u}. Let I be a monomial ideal and G(I) = {u 1 , . . . , u m } denote the unique minimal set of monomial generators of I, we set supp(I) = 
The following two lemmas can be used for computing projective dimension and regularity of an ideal. 
3. Projective dimension and regularity of edge ideal of the disjoint union of some weighted oriented gap-free bipartite graphs
In this section, we will observe some basic results concerning the disjoint union of some weighted oriented gap-free bipartite graphs and provide some exact formulas for projective dimension and regularity of the corresponding edge ideal. 
The orientation of D is as follows: Let
First, we provide some properties of gap-free bipartite graphs. We prove several lemmas that will be used repeatedly throughout this paper to get our results.
(2) follows from (1).
Remark 3.4. If G is a gap-free bipartite graph with bipartition
Lemma 3.5. Let G be a gap-free bipartite graph as Lemma 3.3 .
because gap-free graphs are connected, a contradiction. By direct calculation, we obtain
forming a gap.
Lemma 3.6. Let G be a gap-free bipartite graph as Lemma 3.3 and
where the last inequality holds because of
Throughout this paper, let D = (V (D), E(D), w) be a weighted oriented gap-free bipartite graph with bipartition X = {x 1 , . . . , x ℓ }, Y = {y 1 , . . . , y m }, then we always
is a weighted oriented graph, its orientation is the same as in D. For any u ∈ V (H), if u is not a source in H, then its weight equals to the weight of u in D, otherwise, its weight in H equals to 1. For P ⊂ V (D), we denote D \P to be the induced subgraph of D obtained by removing the vertices in P and the edges incident to these vertices.
If P = {x} consists of a vertex, then we write D \ x for D \ {x}. For W ⊆ E(D), we define D \ W to be a subgraph of D with all edges in W deleted (but its vertices remained). When W = {e} consists of an edge, we write D \ e instead of D \ {e}.
Otherwise, k p = m = 1 and ℓ = 1 by connectivity of G and the choice of p. This implies |E(D)| = 1, a contradiction. By direct calculation, we get
where the minimal set G(
This finishes the proof. Now, We are ready to prove the first major result of this section. 
Now assume that D is not a complete bipartite graph, then 
where the above inequality holds by Lemma 3.6. By Lemma 3.5 and induction hypothesis, we obtain
First, we will prove pd (I(D)) ≤ max {d(
Consider the exact sequence 
To obtain the desired conclusion, it is enough to prove that pd (I(D)) ≥ max {d(
We distinguish into the following two cases:
where
By Lemma 2.2 (1), Lemma 2.4 (1) and induction hypothesis, we obtain 
In short,
By formulas (3) and (4), we have
The proof is completed. As a consequence of Theorem 3.8 and Corollary 3.9, one has the following result. 
If the orientation of D is as Definition 3.2, then
(1) pd (I(D)) = s i=1 r D i + s − 1, where r D i = max {d(x i j ) + d(y i k j ) | x i j ∈ X i } − 2, (2) s i=1 b i − 1 ≤ pd (I(D)) ≤ |V | − s − 1, where V is the vertex set of D.
Furthermore, pd (I(D)) attains this upper bound if and only if every D i is a complete bipartite graph.
Now, we are ready to prove another major result of this section. 
Regularity and projective dimension of powers of edge ideal of the disjoint union of some weighted oriented gap-free bipartite graphs
In this section, we consider regularity and projective dimension of powers of edge ideal of the disjoint union of some weighted oriented gap-free bipartite graphs. We will provide some exact formulas for regularity and give upper and lower bounds for projective dimension of these ideals. Meanwhile, we will give some examples to show that these formulas are related to direction selection. We need the following lemma. 
Proof. For any monomial f ∈ G(I(D)
wy is a factor of e i1 e i2 . . . e it and x 1 y wy = e ij for any j ∈ [t], then there exist k, r ∈ [t] such that e ik = e ir and x 1 (resp. y wy ) is a factor of some e ik (resp. e ir ). Let's say e ik = x 1 y wy p p , e ir = x q y wy for x q ∈ X, y p ∈ Y . By lemma 3.3 (1) ,
The proof is completed. 
Proof. Case s = 1 follows from lemma 4.1. Suppose s ≥ 2. For convenience, let
By lemma 4.1, we obtain (I(D)
t :
The following lemma can be shown by similar arguments as in [37, Theorem 4.2, Theorem 4.4], we omit its proof. 
Now, we are ready to prove the first major result of this section. 
pd ((I(D) t , y
where w ′ = max {w(x) | x ∈ V (D \ P )}, the first inequality holds by the choice of w and pd ((I (D) t , y (−1)
Hence, in order to compute reg (K 0 ) and pd (K 0 ), we need to compute reg (K ℓ ), pd (K ℓ ), reg ((K p : x p+1 )(−1)) and pd ((K p : x p+1 )(−1)) for any 0 ≤ p ≤ ℓ − 1. We distinguish into the following two steps:
Step
. In this case, we have
Lemma 2.2 and induction hypothesis on |V (D)|, we obtain
D i )}, the first inequality holds by the choice of w.
In brief, we have
Step 2. Let V 0 = ∅ and V p = {x 1 , . . . , x p } for any p ∈ [ℓ], then D \V p has s connected components for 0 ≤ p ≤ ℓ − 1. Thus, by Corollary 4.2, we have
It follows that reg ((K p :
t−1 ) + p by Lemma 2.2. Therefore, by induction hypothesis on t and |V (D)|, we
where the first inequality holds by the choice of w and pd ((K p : x p+1 )) attains this upper bound if every D i is a complete bipartite graph. Therefore, by Lemma 2.1, (1) and (2) of Lemma 2.5, formulas (2), (3) and the short exact sequences ( ‡ ‡), we obtain
and pd (K 0 ) attains this upper bound if every D i is a complete bipartite graph. Finally, by Lemma 2.1, (1) and (2) of Lemma 2.5, formulas (1), (4) and the short exact sequence ( ‡), we obtain
Furthermore, pd (I(D) t ) attains this upper bound if every D i is a complete bipartite graph. We complete the proof. 
If each D i is a star graph, then 
Proof. By Auslander-Buchsbaum formula and Theorem 4. 
The following example shows that if there exists some t such that pd (I(D) t ) = |V (D)| −s −1, we can not obtain every D i is a complete bipartite graph in Corollary 4.6. 2 ) = 5 = 8 − 2 − 1.
Next, we are ready to prove another major result of this section. 
Using the short exact sequence
we need to calculate reg ((I(D) t : x 1 )(−1)) in order to compute reg (I(D) t ). Let
. We distinguish into the following two steps:
Step 1. We will compute reg ((K i : y
Notice that (K i : y
(y 
By the choice of w, we have reg ((K i : y
Step 2. We will compute reg (K k 1 ). By direct calculation, we get
By induction hypothesis on |V (D)|, we obtain
Hence, if k 1 < m and w ′′ = w, then reg (
Using Lemma 2.1 (2), Lemma 2.5 (1), and the short exact sequences ( ‡ ‡), we obtain if k 1 < m and w ′′ = w, then reg (
Finally, using Lemma 2.1 (2), Lemma 2.4 (2), Lemma 2.5 (1), Theorem 4.4, formulas (1), (2), the formula of reg (K k 1 ) and the short exact sequences ( ‡), we obtain
We complete the proof.
From Corollary 3.12 and Theorem 4.9, we have A matching in a graph G is a subgraph consisting of pairwise disjoint edges. The largest size of a matching in G is called its matching number and denoted by c(G). If the subgraph is an induced subgraph, the matching is an induced matching. The largest size of an induced matching in G is called its induced matching number and denoted by ν(G). It is well known that for a simple graph G, we have reg (I(G) t ) ≥ 2t + ν(G) − 1 for all t ≥ 1 (see [3, Theorem 4.15] ). By Corollary 4.11, we obtain that reg (I(G) t ) reaches this lower bounds if G is the disjoint union of some gap-free bipartite graphs.
The following three examples show that regularity and projection dimension of powers of edge ideals of graphs as Corollary 3.10, Theorem 4.9 and Corollary 4.5 are related to direction selection. 
